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I. INTRODUCTION
Universal service originated as a national goal directed at furnishing
basic telephone service to high-cost rural areas and low-income households at discounted prices.' Cross-subsidies, usually created by above-cost
pricing of long-distance and business services, were used to compensate
the telephone companies that supplied telephony to the targeted regions
* B.S., Michigan State University; Candidate for J.D., Indiana University School of
Law-Bloomington 1998.
1. Milton Mueller, Universal Service in Telephone History, 17 TELECOMM. POL'Y 352,
356-58 (1993).
2. CHARL s H. KENNEDY, AN INTRODUCTION TO U.S. T"EcoMmUNICATIONS LAW 1214 (1994).
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The Telecommunications Act of 1996 (Act or 1996 Act) changed the
universal service scheme.3 In section 254, entitled "Universal service,"
Congress codified several new principles. 4 First, implicit cross-subsidies
are no longer the primary source of funds. Instead, all telecommunications
carriers providing interstate telecommunications services must contribute
to a universal service fund on an "equitable and nondiscriminatory" basis'
Second, universal service was broadly defined as an "evolving level of
telecommunications services that the [Federal Communications] Commission shall establish periodically... taking into account advances in telecommunications and information technologies and services." 6 Third, universal service was expanded beyond providing rural and poor areas with
telephone services to donating advanced technological services to schools,
libraries, and health care providers.
This Note argues that the new universal service provision opens a
Pandora's box. The provision is ambiguously written and supplies the Federal Communications Commission (FCC or Commission) with few guidelines on how to implement the statute. It also substantially increases both
the number of eligible recipients as well as the funds needed to provide the
support. Consequently, the FCC will be making critical policy choices that
will have serious consequences for the public at large.
This Note examines the universal service provision in the limited
context of what they will mean to elementary and secondary schools-new
recipients of benefits under the Act. Part II of this Note furnishes a brief
overview of universal service history to illustrate the dramatic changes
brought by the universal service provision. Part 11I discusses the statute's
ambiguity in defining universal service and hence the FCC's great discretion to determine what types of services will be available to schools. Part
IV discusses policies that must be considered when evaluating the FCC's
plan to implement the provision. Finally, Part V suggests approaches the
FCC should follow in order for universal service support to benefit schools
without placing undue hardship on the general public.
II. HISTORY
The need for basic communication services has long been recognized. Alexander Graham Bell himself declared that "a telephone in every

3. Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 (codified in
scattered sections of 47 U.S.C.A. (West Supp. 1997)).
4. 47 U.S.C.A § 254 (West Supp. 1997).
5. Id. § 254(b)(4).
6. Id. § 254(c)(1).
7. Id. § 254(b)(6).
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house would be considered indispensable."'8 This seemed an accurate prediction since over thirteen million telephones existed in the United States
by 1920. Almost thirteen percent of the nation had telephone service and
over half were residential consumers. 9 Recognizing the need for even more
service, especially in rural areas, Congress began to implement universal
service as a policy goal.
In 1934, Congress passed the Communications Act (1934 Act),
which promoted telephone service in rural areas and areas of low density. 0
The purpose of the 1934 Act was to "make available, so far as possible, to
all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and
world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities
and reasonable charges."" Under the 1934 Act, however, only the most basic service consisting of a single-line connection to each house-generally
referred to as Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS)-was provided.' 2
In order to provide affordable services, telephone companies engaged
in price juggling. Implicit cross-subsidization was the most common
funding mechanism for universal service support. High-cost areas, such as
outlying rural regions, were furnished service at below-cost prices. These
discounted rates were then off set by charging low-cost areas higher prices
for services. 3 Typical subsidization schemes included long-distance services subsidizing local service; business services subsidizing residential
services; and urban subscribers subsidizing rural subscribers. 4 Some explicit subsidies were also devised to alleviate the cost of servicing poor and
rural areas and to increase subscribership. For example, the Lifeline Assistance and Link-Up America programs were used to reduce the monthly
telephone bills of needy subscribers. The subscribers' bills were reduced to
8. ROBERT W. GARNEr, THE TELEPHONE ENTERPRISE: THE EVOLUTION OF THE BELL
SysTEM's HORIZONTAL STRUCTURE 12 (1985).
9. Mueller, supra note 1, at 357.
10. Communications Act of 1934, ch. 652, 48 Stat. 1064 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 47 U.S.C. (1994)).
11. 47U.S.C.A. § 151.
12. Fred H. Cate, The National Information Infrastructure:Policymaking and Policymakers, 6 STAN. L. &POL'Y Rv. 43, 52 (1994).
13. Barry D. Fraser, Telecommunication CompetitionArrives: Is UniversalService Out
of Order?, 15 CAL. REG. L. REP. 1, 4 (1995); see also Thomas G. Krattenmaker, The TelecommunicationsAct of 1996,49 FED. COMM. L.J. 1, 21 n.125 (1996). Krattenmaker states:
If the point is not intuitively obvious, suppose it costs $100 to string a telephone
line one mile. Such a line might service one million people in Chicago, but only
10 people in the rural parts of Montana. Ifthe latter are to receive phone service at
the national average cost per home of stringing a wire to the home, then rural
Montana residents will pay less than the costs of stringing wire to them.
14. Fraser, supra note 13, at 4 (citing KENNEDY, supra note 2, at xvii); see also Brad E.
Mutschellnaus, A Primer on UniversalFundingand Reform, 465 PL/PAT 109 (Dec. 1996).
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an amount equal to the subscriber line charge-a flat monthly charge assessed to all users. The Universal Service Fund was another explicit fund.
Its purpose was to give assistance to those telephone companies facing
costs that were above the national average. 5
Funding universal service through cross-subsidy schemes successfully brought basic telephone communication to most Americans. Nonetheless, it is estimated that six million U.S. households still do not have
telephone service.16 Lack of service is especially prevalent in regions primarily consisting of low-income, minority, and young populations.17
As new technologies emerged, particularly in electronic communication, the old definition of universal service seemed inadequate. People
worried that if the universal service breadth was not expanded, then information disparities between the "haves" and "have-nots" would only increase." Congress responded to these concerns by writing section 254 of
the 1996 Telecommunications Act. Universal service underwent noticeable
changes in this provision. For the first time, visible mechanisms for funding universal service were created. Telecommunications carriers providing
interstate telecommunications services were required to contribute to universal service support on an "equitable and nondiscriminatory" basis.' 9
Furthermore, universal service was extended beyond traditional recipients
such as low-income and rural households to recipients such as elementary
and secondary schools.2 Finally, a Federal-State Joint Board (Joint Board)
was also created to make recommendations to the FCC concerning implementation of the universal service provision."
The Joint Board issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking seeking
comments on how to define the services and what mechanisms to utilize
for funding.2 Responses varied from those in the telephone and computer
15. Riley K. Temple, Universal Service and the 1996 Act, 465 PLI/PAT 87, 94 (Dec.
1996).
16. Fraser, supra note 13, at 4 (citing Universal Service and Open Access Issues, Notice of Inquiry, 59 Fed. Reg. 48,112, para. 20 (1994)).
17. Id. at 4-5 (citing Herbert S. Dordick, Toward a Universal Definition of Universal
Service, in UNIvERsAL TELEPHONE SERVICE: READY FOR THE 21ST CENTURY? 121 (Institute
for Information Studies 1991)).
18. Universal Service and Open Access Issues, Notice of Inquiry, 59 Fed. Reg. 48,112,
para. 7 (1994).
19. Telecommunications Act of 1996, sec. 101(a), § 254, 47 U.S.C.A. § 254(b)(4)
(West Supp. 1997).
20. Id. § 254(b)(6), (c)(3).
21. Id. § 254(a)(1).
22. Federal-State Joint Bd. on Universal Serv., Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and
Order Establishing Joint Board, 11 FCC Rcd. 18,092 (1996); see also Common Carrier
Bureau Seeks Further Comment on Specific Questions in Universal Serv., Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 11 FCC Rcd. 7750, 3 Comm. Reg. (P & F) 1 (1996) (soliciting addi-
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industries, educational professionals, and individual school districts. Some
commentators asserted that only "core" telecommunications services
should be supported.2' Others argued that both "core" and supplementary
services such as the Internet, internal connections, and interactive video
should be offered to allow schools flexibility in accessing information.2
After receiving hundreds of reply comments and holding public
meetings, the Joint Board issued recommendations on November 8, 1996.
Ultimately, the Joint Board broadly recommended that eligible schools be
given maximum flexibility to purchase telecommunications services economically suited to their particular needs.2' It rejected the request to limit
discounts to only "core" telecommunications and recommended that
schools be provided with discounts on all commercially available telecommunications services, Internet access, and internal connections 2 The
Joint Board also recommended a minimum school discount rate of twenty
percent, stipulating that economically disadvantaged schools would receive greater discounts ranging from forty to ninety percent. 27 Total expenditures for the subsidy would be limited to 2.25 billion dollars per year, but
any funds not disbursed during the year could be carried over and used in
the next year.& Schools would be required to submit a plan on how they
would utilize the discounts they received.29 The FCC adopted the Joint
Board's recommendation on May 7, 1997.Y

Ill. STATUTORY INTERPRETATION
The FCC must act within the boundaries of the universal service statute when taking any action to implement universal service in the schools.
In order to determine the extent of the FCC's authority, the statute is anational comments on a list of 72 questions).
23. Federal-State Joint Bd. on Universal Serv., Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd.
87, para. 459, 5 Comm. Reg. (P & F) 1 (1996) [hereinafter Universal Serv. Recommended

Decision] (TCI comments arguing that requiring carriers to provide services beyond "core"
telecommunications services would impose costs on carriers, thereby limiting the ability of
new companies to enter the local telephone market; Ameritech reply comment stating that
federal mandates regarding specific services would conflict with initiatives already underway in many states to bring technology to their regions), amended and adopted by Report
and Order, 7 Comm. Reg. (P & F) 109 (1997).
24. Id. paras. 449, 454 (citing comments from Florida Cable, NCTA, West Virginia
Consumer Advocate, and Oakland School District).
25.
26.
27.
28.

Id. para. 458.
Id. paras. 458-60.
Id. paras. 547, 555.
Id. para. 556.

29. Id. paras. 600-606.
30. Federal-State Joint Bd. on Universal Serv., Report and Order, 7 Comm. Reg. (P &
F) 109 (1997) [hereinafter UniversalServ. Report and Order].,
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lyzed to see whether any clear meaning exists that must be given effect. If
Congress has not specifically addressed the question at issue, then the
agency charged with administering the statute-the FCC in this instancemay fill in the gaps with a reasonable interpretation.31 Where ambiguity
2
exists in the statute, the agency decision is given broad deference.1
The universal service provision in section 254 of the Act contain a
great deal of ambiguity. Thus, the FCC is left with much authority to define universal service and determine how it will be implemented within the
schools.
A.

The Statute's PlainMeaning

The universal service statute's language must be examined to determine what services can be legitimately provided to schools.33 For purposes
of this Note, there are two relevant sections to analyze: 254(c) and 254(h).
Section 254(c) discusses the definition of universal service. Subsection 254(c)(1) deals with the definition of universal service "In general,"
and states that "Universal service is an evolving level of telecommunications services that the Commission shall establish periodically... taking
into account advances in telecommunications and information technologies and services."' ' Unfortunately this language does not give the FCC
much assistance in determining what types of services can be supplied to
schools. First, the definition of telecommunications is quite liberal. The
Act defines the term "telecommunications" as the "transmission, between
or among points, specified by the user, of information of the user's choosing, without change in the form or content of the information sent and received., 35 As one scholar has noted, this definition could conceivably include such acts as mailing a letter, sending a fax, throwing a newspaper on
the lawn, or telephoning and leaving a message on the recipient's answering machine.36 Second, the statute indicates that universal service should be
an evolving level of telecommunications service, but then instructs the
FCC to consider both telecommunications and information services in establishing the universal service definition. This is confusing, however,
since information services and telecommunications services are not syn-

31. Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837
(1984).
32. Smiley v. Citibank, 116 S. Ct. 1730, 1733 (1996).
33. Chevron, 467 U.S. 837.
34. Telecommunications Act of 1996, sec. 101(a), § 254, 47 U.S.C.A. § 254(c)(1)
(West Supp. 1997).
35. Id. § 153(43).
36. Krattenmaker, supra note 13, at 3.
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onymous.
Subsection 254(c)(3), entitled "Special services," specifically addresses schools and formed a strong basis for the FCC's Report and Order
relating to schools. 37 This part of the statute contemplates providing different services than those services offered in subsection (c)(1). Subsection
(c)(3) states that "in addition to the services included in the definition of
universal service under paragraph (1), the [FCC] may designate additional
services for such support mechanisms for schools, libraries, and health
care providers for the purposes of subsection (h)." 38 The title "Special
services" is insightful. "Special" is accepted to mean "distinguished by
some unusual quality," "being other than the usual," or "designated for a
particular purpose or occasion." 39 The "additional services" language suggests that the FCC is specifically authorized to expand the types of services offered to schools. Otherwise, the words "special" and "in addition"
would be meaningless. Furthermore, it is important to note that in this section schools do not seem restricted by any of the "telecommunications"
language in section 254(c)(1). When comparing subsections, the Supreme
Court has said that the differing language in two subsections must be given
effect.' Thus, subsection (c)(3) conceivably extends the universal service
definition for schools beyond general telecommunications services.
In addition to subsection 254(c), one must look at subsection 254(h)
for meaning as to the services available to schools under the universal
service provision. Subsection (h) addresses telecommunications carriers'
obligations to provide services to education providers and libraries. The
FCC also relied heavily on this subsection to justify its selection of services for schools." Subsection 254(h)(1)(B) states:
all telecommunications carriers serving a geographic area shall, upon a
bona fide request for any of its services that are within the definition of
universal service under subsection (c)(3) of this section, provide such
services to elementary schools, secondary schools, and libraries for
educational purposes at rates less than the amounts charged for similar

37. UniversalServ. Report and Order,7 Comm. Reg. (P & F) 109, para. 425 (1997).

38. 47 U.S.C.A. § 254(c)(3).
39. WEBSTER's NINTH NEv COLLEGIATE DICrIONARY 1131 (1983); see also THE
RANDOM HoUSE DICrIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1831(2nd ed. 1987) (defining
"special" as "having a specific or particular function, purpose, etc." or "distinguished or
different from what is ordinary or usual").
40. See Russello v. United States, 464 U.S. 16, 23 (1983) (stating "[w]e refrain from
concluding here that the differing language in two subsections has the same meaning in
each. We would not presume to ascribe this difference to a simple mistake in draftsman-

ship.").
41. UniversalServ. Report and Order,7 Comm. Reg. (P &F) 109, par. 425.
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42

This subsection indicates that Congress intended to provide schools with
an extensive array of services; otherwise, Congress would have referred
back to the more narrow definition of services under subsection 254(c)(1).
The statute also addresses "advanced telecommunications" for
schools in subsection 254(h)(2)(A). Although the Joint Board relied upon
this provision for its recommendation regarding universal service, the FCC
did not.43 Subsection 254(h)(2)(A) instructs the FCC to establish competitively neutral rules designed to enhance access to advanced telecommunications and information services for elementary and secondary schools
with the requirement that the rules be technically feasible and economically reasonable. 44 Again, the statute seems to be concerned with providing
both telecommunications and information services to schools.
The two applicable subsections, 254(c) and 254(h), do not furnish
any clear meaning as to what school services can be subsidized. The statute speaks of services "in general," of "special services," and of "advanced
telecommunication and information services." Sometimes the statute limits
itself to telecommunications services and at other times it includes both
telecommunication and information services. Hence, the statute's language
does not provide a clear directive for the FCC to follow when determining
universal service technologies available to schools.
B. Legislative History Shows General Intent
To Provide Information
When a statute's language does not clearly express an intent, legislative history is examined.45 The legislative history surrounding the universal
service provision is as complex as the statute's language. The following
Senate Conference Report illustrates Congress's lack of specificity in defining services, but shows its intent to allow the FCC great discretion in
servicing schools with modern communications media:
Subsection (b) of the new section 253 [now enacted as section 254]
provides that the Commission shall define universal service, based on
recommendations from the public, Congress, and the Joint Board. To
ensure that the definition of universal service evolves over time to
keep pace with modem life, the subsection requires the Commission to
include, at a minimum, any telecommunications service that is sub-

42.
43.
44.
45.
(1984).

47 U.S.C.A. § 254 (h)(1)(B).
Universal Serv. Report and Order,7 Comm. Reg. (P & F) 109, para. 425.
47 U.S.C.A. § 254(h)(2)(A).
Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837
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scribed to by a substantial majority of residential customers. 46

Furthermore, this comment also seems to indicate that telecommunications
services should establish a floor for the types of technologies provided to
schools; it does not indicate that other services beyond telecommunications cannot be provided.
Other comments found within the Senate Conference Report demonstrate Congress's intent to remain flexible concerning the types of communications services offered, thus its ambiguity in defining these services.
Congress recognized that the universal service provision should not remain
stagnant, but evolve over time.' It gave the FCC specific authority to define universal service in a way that will be most beneficial to education."
Furthermore, the Senate report mentions that the universal service provision "will help open new worlds of knowledge, learning and education to
all Americans" and assure that "no one is barred from benefitting from the
power of the Information Age."' Congress alluded to possibilities that
could be included in the definition of "advanced telecommunications and
information services" by stating:
For example, the Commission could determine that telecommunications and information services that constitute universal service for
classrooms and libraries shall include dedicated data links and the
ability to obtain access to educational materials, research information,
statistics, information on Government services, reports developed by
Federal, State, and local governments,
and information services which
50
can be carried over the Internet.
Similarly, the House of Representatives realized that technological
capabilities would quickly evolve, and so it too advocated the use of a
fluid definition of universal service. 5' The House envisioned using the new
Act as a model of progress not necessarily limited to telecommunications.
Its goals were simple:
Over a number of years, Congress has sought to update antiquated
communications laws while remaining true to the three core principles
of the Communications Act of 1934 that have guided communications
policy for decades: universal service, diversity, and localism. These
three principles have served our nation well and have helped bring
Americans the finest communications technology and services in the
world. The challenge for policymakers is to reform the rules in a way
that retains these core values as they are impacted by two new factors:

46. S. CoNF.REP. No. 104-230, at 128 (1996).
47. Id. at 131.
48. Id.

49. Id. at 132-33.
50. Id. at 133.
51. H.R. REP.NO. 104-204, pt.1, at 80 (1996), reprintedin 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 10, 46.
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rapid technological change and fierce competition.52

The Senate and House of Representatives also saw the 1996 Act as a
potential breakdown of traditional barriers between telephone and cable
services, and discussed how this blending of communications services
would bring great benefits to the public's children. Congress saw it as an
opportunity for telephone and video providers to modernize their communications infrastructure at a faster pace. Consumers such as schools, who
ordinarily could not afford the technology, would benefit from receiving a
larger selection of quality services at lower rates."
Finally, the U.S. Advisory Council on the National Information Infrastructure noted that of the jobs available in the year 2000, sixty percent
will require skills in information technologies. 5 It observed that "[in
some ways, schools are the most important component of the Information
Superhighway. Their success in implementing and instructing students on
the use of Information Age technologies may determine how well children
assimilate into the working world. 56 Again, the commenters' voice concerns about furnishing children with information in general, but do not
specifically limit the services to telecommunications.
C.

The End Result Is Ambiguity

The statute's language and history do not provide a clearly expressed
legislative intent as to what should constitute universal service technologies for schools. Since the statute is ambiguous, the FCC's interpretation
of what constitutes universal service is given extensive deference. Courts
have long recognized that considerable weight should be given to an
agency's construction of the statute it is entrusted to administer since the
agency can draw upon its expertise to resolve any ambiguities. 57 Such a
policy allows the FCC ample discretion and opportunity to define the technologies capable of being funded to schools.

52. Id. at 216.
53. Id. at 53.
54. Id.
55. U.S. ADVISORY

COUNCIL ON THE NAT'L INFO. INFRASTRUCTURE, KICKSTART ImNTIATIvE: CONNECTING AMERICA'S COMMUNITIES TO THE INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY 11

(1996).
56. Angela Campbell, UniversalService Provisions: The "Ugly Duckling" of the 1996

Act, 29 CONN. L. REv. 187, 203 (1996).
57. Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837
(1984); see also Smiley v. Citibank, 116 S.Ct. 1730, 1733 (1996); Holly Farms, Corp. v.
NLRB, 116 S. Ct. 1396, 1406 (1996).
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IV. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

Many policy considerations accompany the FCC's discretion to define the services available to schools. Most everyone would agree that providing schools with advanced technology is a laudable goal. Who does not
want our children to have access to the best communications services? Unfortunately, intending to give these services is easier than actually equipping the schools. Considerations such as cost, efficiency, intrusion into
educational policy making, and prior obligations must be examined when
evaluating the FCC's plan to implement universal service in the schools.
A.

Economics

The largest obstacle to injecting technology into schools is economics. Ascertaining the cost of providing universal service is considered the
"debate within the debate."58 Obviously this is a crucial determination
since it is a necessary factor in divining cost-based rates in a competitive
market. One cost indicator could be the price of providing basic telephone
services to households. However, since the past method of funding universal services was a combination of explicit and implicit mechanisms, it is
difficult to estimate exactly how much money was being collected under
the old system to equip households with basic telephone service. The annual figure for explicit funding under the old Universal Service Fund,
made up of contributions from interexchange carriers, was approximately
700 million dollars.59 The implicit funding subsidizing above-cost areas is
less certain. Estimates for this funding range from 4 billion to 20 billion
dollars annually.60
Accurately projecting the costs of supplying schools with effective
services is next to impossible. Commentators have estimated that there

58. Temple, supra note 15, at 100.
59. CCB Task Force Releases Report On Universal Service Support Issues, COMM.
Feb. 27, 1996, available in 1996 WL 2328683; see also Lisa Rosenblum, The Future of State Involvement in Telecommunications Regulation, 6 ALB. L.J. Sci. & TECH. 25,
TODAY,

30 (1996) (citing Amendment of Part 36 of the Commission's Rules and Establishment of a
Joint Board, Notice ofInquiry, 9 FCC Rcd. 7404, 7413 (1994)).
60. Implementation of the Telecomm. Act of 1996: Hearing Before the Subcomm. On
Telecomm. and Fin. Of the House Comm. On Commerce, July 18, 1996, available in 1996

WL 10828108 (statement of Reed E. Hundt, Chairman of the FCC); see also USTA
Launches $7 Million Ad Campaign to Influence FCC, Congress, COMM. TODAY, Nov. 1,

1996, availablein 1996 WL 11476482 (United States Telephone Association President and
CEO, Roy Neel, stating that the cost today is about $20 billion); Rosenblum, supra note 59,
at 30 (estimating the implicit fund at $20 billion nationally) (citing Calvin S. Monson &
Jeffrey H. Rohlfs, The $20 Billion Impact of Local Competition in Telecommunications, in
U.S. TEL. ASS'N, POTENTiAL IMPACr OF COMPhMION ON RESIDENTIAL AND RURAL
TELEPHONE SERvICE

3 (1993)).
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could be as many as 113,000 eligible public and nonpublic schools. 6, The
amounts required to service the schools have varied between 300 million
dollars and 20 billion dollars. 62 The size and disparity of these figures are
overwhelming.63 Even more demonstrative of the ambiguity in projected
costs is one commentator's statement that the FCC's
goal is "to have a
64
fund that is large enough to do the job, but no larger."
As the above comments illustrate, it will be difficult to ascertain what
services can be provided to schools in an economical and meaningful
manner since there is no concrete notion of available funds or service
costs. The cost discrepancies are not just a matter of a few dollars or even
a few thousand dollars. Instead, the differences in estimation lie in the billions of dollars.
Another cost complication associated with Congress's intent to subsidize universal service for schools is its effect on consumers. One should
remember that "[u]niversal service is not free; it does not grow on trees or
float along in the air for us to pluck it."' Universal service funding is going to come from levying proportionate taxes on all service providers.6
The telecommunications carriers required to contribute to the universal
service fund are businesses, not charities. As such they expect-indeed
have an obligation-to make a profit. If the cost of servicing schools runs
into the billions of dollars, carriers are going to need to spread their losses

61. Universal Serv. Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd. 87, para. 554, 5 Comm.
Reg. (P & F) 1 (1996).
62. Some sources indicate that "[e]stimates on subsidies to schools and libraries range
between $300 million and $3 billion .... Internet Serves As Forumfor Universal Service
Discussion,COMM. TODAY, Aug. 28, 1996, available in 1996 WL 11475707. Estimating a
higher ceiling has been Commissioner Susan Ness: "We need to replace these implicit subsidies with ones that are explicit, targeted, specific, predictable, and sufficient to meet Congress's stated objectives.... I have heard wildly different estimates of the funds needed to
do this, from $4 billion to well above $20 billion." Ness Opposes Raising ResidentialLocal
Rates to Finance Universal Service, COMM. TODAY, Oct. 17, 1996, available in 1996 WL
11476303; see also Senators Fear 'Ed Net' Discounts May Only Benefit Urban Schools,
F.C.C. REP., May 8, 1996, availablein 1996 WL 8542582 (noting that the cost of providing
network connection to schools and monthly usage fees are estimated at $6.7 billion and
$1.4 billion respectively over five years).
63. Note that these figures do not include an estimation of the funds necessary for other
recipients of universal service funding, such as health care providers and rural areas.
64. Keeney: Appeals Court Has Put Monkey Wrench In FCC'sPlans, COMM. TODAY,
Oct. 22, 1996, available in 1996 WL 11476370 (quoting Common Carrier Bureau Deputy
Chief Kathy Levitz when asked how large the Universal Service Fund should be).
65. Thomas G. Krattenmaker, Responses, 29 CONN. L. REv. 373, 377 (1996).
66. See, e.g., Krattenmaker, supra note 13, at 22 n.132 (stating "I beg every representative and senator who voted for this bill, and the President who signed it, to forgive me for
calling this thing by its correct name. The new Act, of course, does not employ the 'T
word.').
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to consumers. Consumers will certainly see an increase in their bills, and
this raise could produce several unintended effects.
First, consumers rarely like price increases, especially when many
think the rates they pay are already too high. Consumers might not appreciate having to make advanced services affordable for others when they
themselves can barely pay for the basics. Worse yet, some consumers
could be forced to forego the use of telecommunications services altogetherf Many people already experience difficulties paying monthly fees
and large toll bills. Supplying universal services to entities like schools
just exacerbates the problemi6 In helping schools, we might unintentionally cause more people to go without the basics, or to resort to seeking assistance.
A second consequence is that people could begin to utilize less efficient means of communication, such as letter writing and other nontelecommuncations services, just to avoid increased costs.6 9 A technology
backslide could occur within the general population.
Certainly neither of these consequences would meet the Act's goal of
providing affordable means of information services to all Americans. The
purpose of the universal service provision was to increase the number of
people with access to updated technology, not to dissuade users. Also,
Congress has repeatedly stated that the 1996 Act was intended to make the
telecommunications industry more competitive. With increased competition, technology should become more efficient, and the associated costs
should decrease. Clearly, an unmanageable universal fund would not
achieve these ends.
B.

Efficiency

Efficiency should also be considered when evaluating subsidized
services for schools. It is necessary to question how efficient and effective
the technology will really be. Obviously there is not enough money in the
fund to provide schools with all of the technologies they need. A problem
could arise where schools are receiving money for technologies but are not
able to make full use of them either because they lack supporting equipment or knowledgeable instructors. For example, the FCC adopted a uni-

67. See, e.g., Federal-State Joint Bd. on Universal Serv., Notice of ProposedRulemaking and Order Establishing Joint Board, 11 FCC Rcd. 18,092, para. 113
(1996)("[R]ecovery of the full interstate allocation of common line costs directly from endusers might cause the flat monthly rates paid by certain subscribers to exceed acceptable
levels, and could have an adverse impact on telephone subscribership.").
68. Mutschelknaus, supra note 14, at 114.
69. Krattenmaker, supra note 13, at 42.
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versal service recommendation allowing for the funding of wiring and Internet service, but not personal computers. ° It is feasible that money could
be used to wire a school, yet the school district could not provide enough
computers to utilize the Internet service. 7' Even the Joint Board commented on this possibility in its decision by noting that only thirty-five
percent of public schools currently have access to the Internet and only
three percent of classrooms are connected due to both the lack of funds to
buy computer equipment and the inability to pay connection charges.7
The FCC hoped to eliminate efficiency concerns by requiring applicant schools to submit technology plans that would provide information on
the computer equipment, software, and staff training currently available or
budgeted for the current or future academic years. The plan would also include information on how the schools plan to utilize the technologies in the
future.73 Nonetheless, since there is a price cap on the amount of funds
available, schools may feel it is necessary to request funds just so they can
get their "piece of the pie," even though they are not currently equipped to
utilize the technology.
Furthermore, even if schools scrape together enough money to purchase computers in order to have telecommunications capacity, one ought
to consider how often these services are going to be used. Assuming every
classroom had a computer-which would be quite an accomplishment in
itself-it is unlikely that the telecommunications services would be frequently utilized. How productive and educational will it be if twenty-five
children are crowded around one computer? Moreover, there just might not
be enough time during the school day to use the services. Teachers still
must concentrate on teaching the basic curriculum and neither they nor the
children have much time to spend "surfing the Net."
Finally, many people hoped subsidizing universal service for schools
would lessen the information gap between the "haves" and "have-nots."
This is unlikely to happen. The FCC stated that schools will receive a
70. Universal Serv. Report and Order, 7 Comm. Reg. (P & F) 109, para. 460 (1997).
71. See, e.g., Deborah Stead, Cash PoorSchools Open Doors to Commercialism, THE
COM. APPEAL (Memphis), Jan. 5, 1997, at A6 (pointing out that some schools face such severe budget restraints that they are forced to accept corporate advertising); Carol Jouzaitis,
Many Schools and Libraries Can't Afford Internet Link, CHI. TRm., Dec. 11, 1996, at I1
(stating that the Prince William School District in Virginia estimates that it has spent $6
million on wiring and equipment for its schools in the past two years. The article also acknowledges that hardware is not the only expense; there will be substantial costs associated
with training teachers to use the Internet.).
72. Universal Serv. Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd. 87, para. 480, 5 Comm.
Reg. (P & F) 1 (1996), amended and adopted by Report and Order,7 Comm. Reg. (P & F)
109 (1997).
73. Universal Serv. Report and Order, 7 Comm. Reg. (P & F) 109, paras. 572-73.
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minimum discount of twenty percent and a range from thirty to ninety percent for the most disadvantaged schools. 74 The wealthier schools will be
able to use their portion of the money to enhance the services and equipment they already possess. They will be able to buy more computers, better technologies, and training for their educators. Meanwhile, the more
economically disadvantaged schools will still be trying to obtain the basic
services.7 5 Although they will have some technology where none previously existed, it is not likely to reduce any information gap. In addition,
the less wealthy schools are less likely to have the time and human resources to effectively utilize the services.
C.

Intrusion into EducationPolicy Making

The FCC's large role in defining what services are eligible for support also poses another potential problem. Although the FCC has expertise
in communications, it is not an expert in education. It is irrational and unwise to allocate to regulators, and not to education professionals, the power
to determine which educational tools will be used in the classroom. As one
critic has noted "the needs of educational institutions may vary from state
to state and a definition of what advanced service is needed for education
in one state may not be appropriate in another."7 6 Although the FCC is not
directly determining what educational services will be used, and although
it states a desire to allow schools maximum flexibility in planning, it is
logical to assume that, for economic reasons, schools are most likely to use
those tools capable of being subsidized.? The FCC will be involving itself
in education policy making, an area best left to others.
D.

PriorUniversalService Obligations

As a final consideration, it is important to remember that there still
exists a large portion of Americans who cannot afford basic telephone
74. Universal Serv. Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd. 87, para. 440, 5 Comm.
Reg. (P &F) 1.
75. At least one commentator questions whether poor schools really need supplementals like Internet access over money that could be provided to furnish real necessities like
food:
Why have we decided-on behalf of Americans who live in rural areas, low income consumers and high school principals-that what they need most is cheap
Internet access? What if they would rather have a cheap hot breakfast every
day?... Why should we not choose to spend those dollars to subsidize hot meals
for low income consumers or high school students... ?
Krattenmaker, supra note 65, at 377.
76. Universal Serv. Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd. 87, para. 451, 5 Comm.
Reg. (P & F) 1 (quoting PacTel commenters).
77. UniversalServ. Report and Order,7 Comm. Reg. (P & F) 109, para.425.
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service. Telephone service availability is almost ninety-four percent. 78 Yet
it is estimated that 6 million households still do not have a telephone. Most
of these are low-income and minority households. 79 Approximately twelve
percent of Black and Hispanic American homes have no telephone service
and seventeen percent, or one in six families, lack telephone service in the
rural south and the urban centers of America's largest cities.'0 This raises a
concern since communication by telephone is easily considered a necessity
for safety as well as for participation in business, government, and education. Adding schools to the list of eligible recipients for universal service
support reduces the likelihood that we will have more money to help provide basic telephone services to those in need. It is hard to justify providing advanced services when we have not even fulfilled the goal of ensuring
all Americans access to telephony.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Act, both through its language and through the practice of deferring to an agency's interpretation where the meaning is not clear, gives the
FCC much discretion to implement the universal service provision. There
are several things the FCC should do or continue to do in order to facilitate
an effective administration of this provision while keeping with the overall
spirit of the Act: have a realistic goal; set aside funds for furnishing basic
telephone service; prioritize the dispensing of funds; and enact strict certification and accounting procedures.
As a beginning principle, the FCC and the public need to be realistic
about what it will be able to accomplish through the universal service provision. Although everyone wants our nation's children to have the best
technology available, it is not going to happen for every child in every
school. The universal service fund will assist some schools in obtaining
technology, but it certainly is not going to thrust them into the Information
Age. The benefits gained will be minimal at best.
Second, the FCC should set a majority of the universal service funds
aside for furnishing basic telephone service to areas of high cost and poverty. It is more important for all Americans to have access to basic telephone services than for a student to have limited Internet capabilities.
Telephone service is still the main mode of communication. Most of our
ability to contact businesses and government agencies depends on the
availability of phone service. In addition, telephony is a necessity for
78. Cate, supra note 12, at 52.
79. Fraser, supra note 13, at 4.
80. Cate, supra note 12, at 52 (citing Lack of Access to Technology Feared,PLAIN
DEALER (Cleveland), May 29, 1994, at I1).
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safety. Our emergency response system is based around the telephone and
not the Internet. Furthermore, the original justification for universal service was to provide citizens with access to plain old telephone service. We
should keep striving to meet that goal.
Third, since Congress's goal was to ensure all schoolchildren access
to telecommunications services, the FCC should continue its rules of priority for dispersing the limited funds. Congress certainly did not intend to
create a complete division of "haves" and "have-nots."'" Although universal service may not ultimately decrease the information gap, the FCC can
help poor schools gain exposure and join the Information Age by providing economically disadvantaged schools "first dibs" at the universal service fund."
Fourth, in order to prevent inefficient use of the services, the FCC
should also enact strict certification and accounting procedures. Since the
funding resources are scarce, we cannot afford to have them wasted. The
FCC should maintain its requirement that schools submit certification of
their current capacity to utilize the services. However, the FCC should
only award funds to those schools who currently possess the necessary
technology or will possess it within the next academic year rather than in
the indeterminate future. This requirement would prevent schools from
prematurely applying for funds and would guarantee that the funds are
being used in the most efficient manner. In addition, the FCC should continue to require each school requesting services to provide a description of
how they plan to incorporate the services into an educational program.
This will not be an undue burden since it is parallel to requirements imposed on recipients of other federal funding.83 It will also make it easier to
determine whether or not the requests are for bona fide educational purposes and if the schools will be able to use the provided technology. Finally, as a check on abuse and fraud, each school should be required to enact internal accounting procedures to make certain that the technology is
being used in an educational manner. As a condition of acceptance the
schools are subject to regular audits by an agency or official appointed by
the FCC, but internal audits will also help guarantee that a good faith effort

81. S. CoNF. REP. No. 104-230, at 132 (1996); 141 CoNG. REc. S7984 (daily ed. June
8, 1995).
82. It has been noted that 62% of schools serving affluent children have Internet services while only 31% of schools serving the poor have access. See NATIONAL TELECOMM.
AND INFO. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, FALLNG THROUGH THE NET: A SURVEY OF
THE "HAVE NOs" INRURAL AND URBAN AMERICA 2 (July 1995).
83. For example, in order for universities to obtain federal grants for research they must
submit detailed proposals explaining how they intend to use the funds and prove that they
have the necessary facilities and resources to efficiently use the grant.
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is being made to put the funds to good use.
As a last recommendation, the FCC should endeavor to keep a broad
and flexible definition of services entitled to funding. A broad definition
would empower schools to select the types of technologies best suited for
their curriculum and their financial needs. It would also have the effect of
making the FCC less involved in education policy making.
VI. CONCLUSION
Implementing the new universal service provision presents a formidable task for the FCC, especially since it did not receive much direction
from Congress. It also requires the FCC to make several policy choices. In
order to achieve the goals of the 1996 Act while using the funds in the
most beneficial manner, the FCC should keep several considerations in
mind while exercising the broad discretion granted to it under the Act.
First, it will be nearly impossible to provide schools with all the capabilities they need without overburdening the universal service fund. Second,
money is a precious resource that will have to be allocated. The FCC
should continue to make economically disadvantaged schools its first priority, particularly since this would be in keeping with universal service's
traditional spirit of providing basic communication to those in need. Third,
the FCC should be certain to enforce its accountability policies as well as
consider adding new protections. Universal service funds cannot and
should not be wasted, particularly since we have not met our first universal
service commitment to almost 6 million Americans.

